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Artificial Neurai Networks require highly parallel computing implementations to

be effective. This thesis examines the application of stochastic arithmetic to neu-

ral networks. Stochastic arithmetic uses values encoded as probabilistic pulse

streams. It is shown that this arithmetic requires only simple digital logic gates.

Stochastic arithmetic neural networks are demonstrated. In addition, a novel de-

sign for in-situ learning aritifical neural networks employing stochastic arithmetic

is presented. The circuits require simple hardware to implement. The hardware

is simulated and shown to successfuilv iearn sampie problems.
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T n" area of Artificial Neural Networks experienced a great resurgence of interest

in the 1980's. trn the past it has experienced two boom periods, only to have them

go bust.

The first boom started in 1943, when McCulloch and Pitts proposed a simple

model of neuron operation [2]. This model attracted much interest because of its

simplicity.

The second boom was due to the networks of neurons that could learn to solve

problems, given the inputs and the desired output" While effective for some prob-

lems, Minsky and Fapert showed in the baok Perceptrons [3] that these networks

were unable to solve a wide range of problems" Interestingly some researchers be-

lieved they knew the solution to the probiem, but they could not frnd the procedure

to train the networks. Researchers left the freld in the face of this roadblock, and

the field became dormant"

In the 1980's new results, such as a learning aigorithm that addressed

problems of the networks discussed in Perceptrons, started a resurgence in

1

the

the
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field. The availability of computers assisted

has been a tremendous amount of simulation

There has been comparativeiy little study of hardware implementation. Arti-

ficial Neural Networks are fine-grained, massively parallel systems; however, most

of the work has been by simulation on sequential computers. General purpose

computers are not optimized for the calculations of neural networks; they require

specialized hardware. The hardware ranges from a few special purpose processors

to large arrays of processors implemented on an integrated circuit. Most promis-

ing is the latter approach: highly parallel computing structures implemented on

a single chip or multi-chip systems.

2

simulation and exploration" There

of neural networks in recent years.

Networks can consist of thousands of computational elements. It is necessary

to implement these processors efficiently. There are two approaches to implement-

ing artificial neurai networks in hardware: analog and digital" Each method has

its disadvantages and advantages.

Analog circuitry permits high density implementation as the operations re-

quired in neural networks can be implemented using few transistors. This allows

for many computational units to be included on one chip. Communication be-

tween units is typically via a single wire carrying a voltage or current. However,

there are many drawbacks to analog impiementation. Analog hardware does not

produce high accuracy arithmetic. Analog vaXues are susceptible to noise, and

mismatch between transistors can have a serious effect on arithmetic. Device

matching and connection impedance make it d.ifficult to communicate analog vai-
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ues between chips, so multi-chip systems are not feasible. The amount of circuitry

that one can implement on a single chip lirnits the size of the networks. Storage

elements are very difficult to implement in analog hardware" In addition, analog

circuit design and implementation is not well supported by CAD tools and fab-

rication houses as is digital. While analog circuitry is an interesting medium for

neural network implementation, these drawbacks restrict its effectiveness at this

time.

Digital hardware can perform arithmetic operations with a high degree of

accuracy. Unfortunately, this accuracy comes at the expense of hardware size

and computation speed. A single rnultiplier to perform an 8 bit multiplication

can consume a large percentage of the available chip area. Another drawback

of digital hardware is that communication of binary values requires many wires.

There are many benefi.ts of digital hardware. It is very easy to implement memory

to store values. Digital signals are not as susceptible to noise as are analog signals.

Finally, digital circuit design and fabrication is well-established.

With the tradeoffs between analog and digital circuits, some implementations

are hybrids. Analog hardware performs the arithmetic and digital hardware is

used for off-chip communication and data storage. The drawback is that the

interface between analog and digital carries a large overhead.

This thesis examines a unique implementation architecture: stochastic arith-

metic. Stochastic arithmetic encodes values as the probability of a pulse in a

pulse stream. lVhile the hardware consicLered in this thesis is digital, stochastic
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arithmetic allows low area implementation of the hardware required to perform

the arithmetic required for artificial neural networks"

The organization of this thesis is as foilows:

Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to artificial neural networks" A brief

history and motivation is presented. An example of an artificial neural network

training procedure is also presented.

Chapter 3 examines stochastic arithmetic. The hardware for the arithmetic

required for neural networks is exarnined.

Chapter 4 discusses the impiementation of stochastic arithmetic neural net-

works and presents simuiation results. These networks are trained off-line. The

data from a trained network is then loaded into a hardware implementation.

Chapter 5 is the main contrit¡ution of this thesis. The networks examined in

Chapter 4 are extended to hardware implementations that can train themselves.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and discusses future work.
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od"ttt computers perform complex calculations and can store and retrieve

information with speed and accuracy. However, the most advanced computer is

humbled by the problem solving pov/er of even the most primitive brain. An

Artificial Neural Network is a computation paradigm inspired by neurai biology.

The ultimate goal is to apply the methods and models of the brain to create

computers capable of what the brain can perform that conventional computers

cannot.

One area where the brain exceis is pattern matching. Peopie can recognize

objects easily, even when presented with partial information. Moreover, people

are able to grasp the concept of a book and can correctly classify a book that they

have never seen. The exact process by which this done is not fully understood.

Computers with such a capability are d.esired in many applications, such as 'treapon

systems, handwriting recognition, and computer vision.

Ariificial Neural Networks are attractive hecause it is not necessary to under-

stand the problem well enough it solve it. It is only necessary to present it to the
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neural network in the appropriate {orm. For example, in training a network to

perform character recognition one presents the inputs and desired outputs and has

the network learn to perform the ciassifrcation. Conventional approaches require

study of pattern recognition algorithms.

An interesting and dramatic example of the application of artificial neural

networks was the work by Pomerleau at CA{U[ ]. IIe used a neural network

controller for driving a vehicle along a winding road. The network trained with

data from a video camera and a range finder. The resulting network could navigate

the vehicle at a speed of 5 km/hr. This was twice as fast as previous attempts

using conventional algorithms. Ferhaps more significantly, the research required

far less time to complete, since it was not necessary to spend time devising the

necessary algorithms.

The basic computational element in the nervous system is the neuron. The

neuron receives inputs from other neurons through synaptic interconnections.

When the net input to the neuron is above a certain threshold, the neuron gen-

erates an output signal. The signal, encoded as a train of pulses, propagates

through the filamentary wire of the neuron: the axon. At the end of the axon are

more synaptic junctions that communicate the activation signal to other neurons.

The firing threshold is not uniform, neither is the contribution of each synaptic

junction to the net input. The strength of these contributions are modified by

learning. The neuron compensates for the lack of complexity in computation with

complexity of connection. The brain uses this simple element millions and millions
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Dendritie Tnee

of times with great effect. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified drawing of two neurons.

McCulloch and Pitts first formahzeð, a simple model of neural operation in

1945 l2l. Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of the McCulloch-Pitts neuron. The

inputs to the neuron are weighted by the strength of the synaptic connection and

summed. The resulting sum passes through a nonlinearity to produce the output.

The calculation of the net input is shown in Equation 2.1" The output of

the previous neuron is multiplied by the synaptic "weight". T'he O term is a

bias, which models the threshold of a biologicai. neuron. The net input is passed

through the nonlinearity function ./ to determine the output in Equation 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Simplified neural biology

nr:Ðus¿¡o¿JØ¡
i

(2.1)
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o1.*1j

Figure 2.2: Modei of the McCuiloch-Fitts neuron. The outputs of the input
neurons are multiplied by the interconnection weights and summed. The sum
passes through a nonlinearity to determine the neuron output"

O^*W^,¿¿J
,f\--/

,/ 
summation

ug"*gj

o¡ : f (n¡)

2. l- . Npr\MoR K Anculrpcrun E

There are many different architectures of artificial neural networks. This thesis is

limited to feed-forward networks. ,4. feed-forward network has neurons arranged in

layers, shown in Figure 2.3. Each layer has neurons that receive their inputs from

the previous layer and propagate their outputs to the next layer. Neurons in the

same layer do not communicate with each other. The first layer is called the input

layer: it receives the inputs from the outside world. The final layer is the output

iayer. Neuron values in this layer are the considered result of the network. The

layers between the input and output are called hidden layers. Networks without

hidden layers can only solve a restricted problem set.

Nonlinearity

(2.2)
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There is no formula to calculate the number of hidden layers and units needed

to solve a particular problem. Too few units and a network will be unable to

solve the problem. Likewise too many units can cause problems[5]. Some learning

algorithms, such as cascade-correlation [6], add units as needed during learning.

Back-propagation, the learning algorithm considered in this thesis, requires the

architecture to be specified in advance.

2.2. TmINING

Figure 2.3: Feed-forward network architecture

The interconnection weights must be set to produce the correct outputs. One

method is to set the weights explicitly, using apriori knowledge of the data. Typ-

ically this method is only useful for simple problems. -A more sophisticated. and

useful method is to train the network by example. Each input and desired oui-

put is presented to the network and the weights modified to produce the correct

response.
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Sigmoid Furnretion

10

-3-2-10't23
X

Figure 2.4: The Sigmoid nonlinearity
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There are many different techniques to train a network.

propagation[5], the discovery of which started the current

works.

The goal of this learning algorithm is to minimize the error at the outputs by

adjusting the synaptic weights. The error is commonly defined as the total sum

of squares error measure. The error for a single training pattern, summed over all

the output neurons, is shown below. T'he factor of 712 is included to cancel the

factor of 2 that comes out of the derivative"

E ::Ð(¿¡ - oj)z2j

where ú¡ is the desired output and o; is the output of neuron j. Each weight is

modified in proportion to the negative gradient of this error with respect to the

weight:

11

A popular is Back-

boom in neural net-

6w;i o( -#
By applying the chain rule the derivative of

weights can be determined.

AE ôE ôo¡ Ðn¡

A"u: Att A"t õw

For the output units the first f¿,ctor is:

the Error with respect to the

tþ
A%

: l,: 
- 

D;JJ
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Calculating the other terms:

where /(r) is the nonlinearity of the neural activation. For a sigmoidal neuron it

can be shown that: I

The updates for the weights from the hidden layer to the output layer is:

Lw¿¡: r¡6¡o¿

on¡
6w;i

_ V7,

H:i'@¡)

where 4 is the constant of proportionality, cailed the learning rate.

For weights to output units 6¡ : (t¡ - o¡)f'(n¡).

Updates to the connection weights of the hidden units require further appli-

cation of the chain rule. The ó's for the hidden units turn out to be the weighted

summation of the á's from the units each hidden unit is connected to in the next

layer.

T2

lThe simplicity and continuity of the sigmoid's derivative is one of the main reasons that it
is commoniy selected for neural network activations.

6¿: f'(o¡)Ð61u,oo
j

(2 3)
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Training using back-propagation has two phases. F irst the inputs are presented

to the network and the output is caiculated. Next the output is compared with

the training data to compute the error. The error is propagated backward through

the network to compute the weight derivatives for all the units.

The weight derivatives can be accumulated and applied after presentation of

the set of training data. Each pass through the training set is called an epoch.

Alternatively the weights can be updated after each individual training vector.

The training procedure is repeated until the total error is reduced to an ac-

ceptable level. It is possible that the error cannot be sufficiently minimized. This

can be due to being trapped in locai minima or the network having too few units

or layers. Possible solutions are to try again with a different set of initial weights,

different learning rates, or different network sizes.

2"3. ExaMpLE oF NIET'woRK TRATNING

This section demonstrates the training of a simple feed forward network using

back-propagation. The problem is to train a network to perform the XOR opera-

tion on two inputs.

The network architecture is shown in Figure 2.5. The network has one layer of

two neuronsl one for each input. These connect to a hidden layer of two inputs,

which in turn connect to one output neurorr. There are six weights and the bias

values for the two hidden units and the output unit to determine in this network.

The weights are initialized to random values, and the network is trained using

r3
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Figure 2.5: Network architecture for the XOR problem. The network consists of
two hidden units and one output unit"

the back-propagation algorithm. The evolution of the training procedure is shown

in Figure 2.6. The training error, weights, and bias values are plotted against the

number of passes, or epochs, through the training data. After 900 passes through

the training set the training error has reached zero, and the network has learned

the XOR problem.

The output space of the trained network is shown in Figure 2.7. The training

data is located at the corners of the graph. The analysis of the decision space is

ínstructive because it shows how the network will respond to inputs not included

in the training set (assuming analog inputs). The steep trough in the decision

space indicates that the network has rnade a distinct classification, either one or

zero. The trough is located in the region where the two inputs are very similar.

This is reasonable since the XOR function is zero when the inputs are equal. The

network classifies inputs that are very dissimilar with an output of 1, shown by

the high regions of the graph arouncl (0,1) and (1,0).

INPUT h{IDDENI OUTPUT
LAYER LAYER LAYER

T4
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XOR Decision Space
Conventional Networks

16

Figure 2.7: Output space for the XOR problem
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2.4. CoxcLUSroN

This chapter has presented a brief introduction to artificial neural networks, specif-

ically feed forward network trained using back-propagation of error. It was not

intended as a comprehensive review of the field, but as a foundation for the rest

of the thesis. More information on artificial neural networks is available from a

variety of sources, such as reference [7].

I7
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Q tochastic arithmetic is not a new idea. It was developed in the 1960's by several
r-)
groups seeking a new method of computingf8]" The research was motivated by

the difficulty in assembling large computers, either analog or digital, in that era.

Without a convenient means of programming digital computers, analog computers

were considered easier to use. To rnultiply two numbers with digitai hardware

required programming using punch cards or setting switches - in analog you simply

patched two wires into the multiplier. Stochastic arithmetic was proposed to

allow digital hardware to be used as conveniently as analog hardware. The arrival

of programming languages and powerful digital hardware changed the future of

computing. Analog and stochastic computers were run over by the great digital

steamroller.

This chapter shows how stochastic arithmetic is used to perform computations.

The motivation for using stochastic arithmetic in artificial neurai networks is

discussed. in the next chapter"

18
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1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 3.1: Examples of pulse stream representations" Values a e represented ty
the probability of a high pulse in a pulse stream.

.o

1.0

3.1. SIocI{ASTIC ENcoorlc

Stochastic arithmetic represents numt'ers as a probability of a pulse in a stream

of pulses. For example, the value of .5 couid t,e represented by a pulse stream

with an equal chance of an individual pulse being a 1 or 0. Some examples of

pulse representations are shown in Figure 3"1"

There are different ways of encoding a number for stochastic arithmetic. This

paper deals primarily with the representation shown in Figure 3.1, where num-

bers are encoded as the probability of a one in a binary puise stream. This

representation is unipolar: only -7¿]¡6s between 0 and 1 can be encoded. Other

representations can encode bipolar values or use more than one line for signailing.

Stochastic arithmetic offers the advantages of analog and digital computation.

Like analog, pulse representation requires only one line to carry the values, and

Lhe size of the hardware to perforrn arithmetic computations is comparable to

19
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analog hardware. Contrast this to digital harclware, where iarge buses are gener-

ally required to communicate data, and the hardware requirements of arithmetic

are excessive. Analog circuitry is piagued by problems such as device matching,

which makes intra-chip, and in some cases inter-chip, communication impossible.

Stochastic computing, which requires only simple digital hardware, does not suffer

from these drawbacks.

Stochastic computing has some unique benefits. Consider a pulse stream that

to represent 11 values: (0,.1,.2,.3,.4,"5,"6,.7,"8,.9,1). A pulse length of 10 is re-

quired. If it is required to extend the system to handle 20 vaiues: (0,.05,.1,...,.90,.95,1)

all that is required is to double the length of the pulse: no hardware modification

is necessary. nn addition, the inherent noise can be beneficial to neural networks.

3.1.1. Anorrrolr

It is not possible to perform exact addition with pulse streams because of limita-

tions of the representation. The maximum value that can be expressed is 1 (i.e.

all pulses high), so OR gate addition cannot handle a sum greater than 1. One

solution is to perform weighted summation. For example, the weighted summa-

tion of A and B would be ! + + : ry" The factor of two scaling on the inputs

prevents the final summation from exceeding 1. The summation hardware can be

a simple counter.

Another approach is to use approximate addition, sacrificing accllracy for hard-

ware simplicity. Figure 3.2 shows that ihe OR gate truth tatle provides an ap-
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Figure 3.2: Pulse Stream Addition. Addition can be approximated for small
inputs using an OR gate. For inputs approaching one the OR gate adder saturates
io 1.
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proximation of addition. The output of an OR gate is given by:

AorB: AE+Ãn+eP

APPROXIMATE

"7 ruru

21
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T'hus for A << 1 and B << L th.e AB term is small and the output of the

OR gate is approximately A * B. For large A and B the output of the OR gate

saturates to 1. This results in a saturating noniinearity that we will see is useful

for artificial neural networks. Figure 3.2 shows two examples of pulse streams

added using the OR gate.

More than two numbers can be added. using an OR gate with more inputs.

A(1 -F) +(1 -A)B+AB

"4_ Aß + B _ AB + AE

A+ ts _ Ats

(3.1)

(3.2)
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0R,A'ddition Fnobahílity

Figure 3.3: Output probability of OR gate addition. Note that the probability of
a one output quickly approaches one as the number of inputs increases. For OR
gate addition to t¡e effective for large fan-in, the inputs must be small.

Because the maximum sum of any number of inputs is 1 (limited by the represen-

tation), the OR gate addition will be accurate for a smaller range as the number

of inputs increases. The output for an OR gate with n inputs is given by:

Output, - 1- [.[(t - ¿,)

22

Figure 3.3 shows the output probability of the OR gate for increasing numbers

of inputs. As the number of inputs increases the output of the OR gate addition

saturates for a greater range of input" For large fan-in the inputs must be small.
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[LnJ1

Pulse Stream Multiplication.
pulse streams.

PRODUCT

I I- n_fL

-j

Since product of two numbers less than or equai to one is guaranteed to be less than

one, multipiication using stochastic arithmetic does not sufer from the limitations

of the representation as did addition" Caiculation of the product of two (or more)

pulse streams requires only simple hardware. Figure 3.4 shows that the AND

function performs the multiplication of two pulse streams. The output of an

AND gate is given by:

"8

"7

mW

.¡0
L¡)

.5m
The AND gate can be used for multi-

A.a,ndB:AB

The product of n inputs can be computed by a n-input AND gate.

(3.3)
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F'igure 3.5: Removing temporal dependency with delay elements

3"1"3. Fursn INonpnNnENCE

It is important that pulse streams used in stochastic arithmetic be free from

temporal dependency. Two bit streams are dependent when the probability of a

one or zero at ø gi.uen instant in time is a function of another bit stream. This

can has a significant impact on calculations.

The impact of temporal dependency is best illustrated with an example. Con-

sider calculating the product X(1-X) using stochastic arithmetic. A stream X

with the desired probability is generated. The term (1-X) is computed by passing

X through an inverter. The product of X and (1-X) is then calculated using a two

input AND gate, as shown in the upper schematic of Figure 3.5. llowever, the

output of the ANÐ gate will always lte zero, independent of the value of X. When

there is a high pulse (logic 1) on X, the inverter will always produce an opposite

(logic 0) for the (1-X) term. The inputs to the AND gate will either be 01 or 10,

which will always result in a 0 outpu'c.

24
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o)

'i= ^6X
59n^

Derivative of Log[stic Function

Figure 3.6: Computing the derivative of the logistic function. Giitches in the out-
put are due to the pulse generation circuitry. Averaging the output will eliminate
the glitches.

The dependency can be removed by adding a delay element to one stream, as

shown in Figure 3.5. Because the pulse strearns have no temporal correlation (if

properly generated) and the delay retrnoves the temporal dependency, the AND

gate will produce X(l-X). Figure 3.6 shows a simulation of this circuit. The inputs

have eight bit resolution, and the output had been averaged over four 28 -! clock

cycles for smoothing. Averaging over greater time will increase the accuracy of

the arithmetic.

0 .25 .5 .75

Input X
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3.L.4. Drvrsrow

This section shows that stochastic arithmetic can perform mathematical calcula-

tions more complex than addition or multiplication. Division, for example, is a

sophisticated but useful operation and is not trivial to implement in binary arith-

metic with digital hardware. An approximation to division using a J-K flip flop

is possible [8]. This section demonstrates a powerful error minimization method

to produce the quotient of two numbers [8].

Let Po be an approximation of the quotient, and e is the error in this approx-

imation"

Note that e2 is positive and bounded below by zero. If P, is changed so that

the derivative of (e2) is negative, then the error will be minimized.

26

Ð-ao-

ERROR : e

"2 : (F"Fr_ pr)"

d("zt

"tt 
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For the derivative of. e2 to be negative we need:

.tT
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t2ro -P1

2?2Þoe < 0
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Therefore to minimize the error the output Po must be changed by Pt - PoPz.

An AND gate computes the product FoP2 and P, is updated using the up/down

counter arrangement shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows a simulation of the

circuit, using an eight bit counter. nnitially the approximation is 0. The error

correction improves the approximation until the error in minimized" After 1500

clock cycies the quotient (the value in the counter) settles to the final answer. The

oscillations in the output are due to the variance present in the random streams,

which is discussed in the next section. The variance can be reduced by averaging.

3.2. FulsÐ STREANT GENERATToN

Rate
Multiplier

INCRÊMENT

Goumter
DECHEMENT

Figure 3.7: Circuit for stochastic division.

27

An essential component of stochastic arithmetic is the generation of the pulse

streams for use in the arithmetic operations. The generation must be efficient in

both time and area so as not to offset the henefrts of the stochastic arithmetic.
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Stochastie Arithmetic Eivisisn

Figure 3.8: Simulation of the Stochastic Arithmetic Division circuit.

In general, to generate a pulse with a probability P(1):p the following proce-

dure will produce a random stream:

o Generate a random number, R, such that 0 < B < 1

e If p ( Æ, output a 1 else output a 0.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

Clock Cycles

Figure 3.9 shows a block diagrarn of a rate muitipiier to generate weighted

pulse streams.

In digital hardware R and p are usually represented as a binary integer. If the

maximum value in the weight register is M, and the value stored in the weight

register is p, then the probability of a pulse should be P(1) : p/M.

Generation of a tru,e random number is extremely diffrcult. In digital hardware

the problem is amplified by the necessity to use a minimum of the silicon resources.

A common technique to generate a random number is using a linear feedback

28
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Random Numher
Generaton

Figure 3.9: A pulse stream of desired valued is generated by comparing the desired
weight with a random number.

shift register (LFSR). These structures have been studied extensively for VLSI

implementation and found to procluce correlated streams. High-quality random

numbers are essential.

A solution to this problem is to employ a particular configuration of a Celluiar

Automata (CA) register. ,4. CA is a set of registers whose next state is governed by

nearest neighbor connections. Hortensius [9] has shown that certain arrangements

of CAs possess maximal length sequences with superior random number properties

compared to the LFSR.. The maximal length OAs are composed of cells that are

governed by the foliowing state equations:

Pulse Stream Out
F(1) = weight

29

RuIe 90 : O(t + 1,s)

Rule 150 : O(t * 7,æ)

Or,r-, Ø Ot,r+r

Or,r-rØtt,"@Ot,r+t
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of celluiar automata

Cellular Autonnata Random Number Generator
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of random numbers from a cellular automata register
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wR

The rate multiplier used in this thesis originates out of research in VLSI

pseudo-random test pattern generation [10]. The schematic is shown in Fig-

ure 3.12. The circuit takes abinary set of weights and a set of randombit streams

with P(1):.5, and produces a weighted bit stream with P(1) between 0 and 1 in

increments of IIQR-r +Ð.

For -R : 3 the circuit analysis is as follows:

wo w1 wa

A 
R-r

Figure 3"12: Rate Multiplier Schematic

óI

WR-1

BIT STREAM
OUT

Tlro

Yt:

WR

ÆYo + Aowo

Æw* * Aowo

ÆY + Arw"

EÆwR+AÃwD+Arw1

Æn + Arw'
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Since P(A,): .5 and P(A,) - 1 - .5 : .5,

= trfig14rR +ÃÃAoWo +ÆArW * AzW2

1R 1R rR-i tR-2
P(YRú) : ; *" o ä *' o à *"-' *, wR-I

For arbitrary R, the general equation rs:

The output of the rate multiplier for seven different desired output densities

is shown in Figure 3.13. The controlling weight register was eight bits wide, and

thus the densities could range from 0 to255. Inspection of Figure 3.13 shows that

whiie there is a variance in the output, the mean value is equal to the desired

density. Figure 3.14 shows the output of the rate multiplier averaged over 16

periods. The variance in the pulse stream adds noise to the computations.

3.3. CorucLUSroN

R

P(Yn) - 2-R7ry4 *\z-;Yrn-t
,i=1

¡f.t
ùlJ

This chapter presented a method of arithmetic using pulse trains calied stochastic

arithmetic. Stochastic arithmetic allows calculations using only simple gates. The

next chapter will examine the use of stochastic arithmetic in neural networks,

where the ability to implement arithmetic with small circuitry is desired.
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Figure 3.13: Probability density for 8772 cycles of an I bit random number gen-

erator for 7 desired output densities.
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Figure 3.14: Output of Rate Multiplier averaged over 16 periods
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Q tochastic Arithmetic Neural Networks use Stochastic Arithmetic to perform
r_)

the network calculations. This chapter explores the theory, operation, and imple-

mentation of artificial neural networks employing stochastic arithmetic.

4.1. BroLocICAL MotIvarloN

The brain uses trains of pulse to communicate information. Examples of neural

pulse trains for different levels of activation are shown in Figure 4.1. This com-

parison is for interest sake only - the signalling of the brain is probably much more

complex than the simple pulse representation considered in this thesis.

4.2" SrocHASTrc AnrrnvrpTrc MEETS Npunal NprwonNs

The main motivation of applying stochastic arithmetic to neural networks is the

ability to implement arithmetic operations with high density using digital cir-

cuitry. The simplicity of the hardware can allow addition and multipiication, the

35
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two most important operations in neural network hardware, to be implemented

in sma11 areas. Related work to that of this chapter can be found in [11, 12]. The

work in this chapter is based on research by Tomlinson et. al. [13]

The impiementation of the feed forward networks in this thesis requires the

computation of a dot product consisting of an addition and a multiplication. As

discussed in the previous chapter these operations can be computed by the OR

gate addition and AND gate multiplication, shown in Figure 4.2.

4.2.1. ActtvatroN Fil¡rcrroN

Figure 4.1: tsiological rnotivation [1]

36

The circuit shown in Figure 4.2 does not support negative synaptic weights, due

to the unipolar nature of the puise stream representation that is empioyed. To
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Figure 4.2: Pulse Stream Implementation of the basic neural network operation.
The output of the input neurons are multiplied by the synaptic weights using the
AND gate multiplier. The summation and non-iinearity are performed by the OR
gate addition.
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accommodate negative weights, each synapse output is separated into two distinct

nets: the excitatory and the inhibitory nets. Therefore, each neuron wili have two

net input terms. Each neuron j will combine the excitatory net input nf and the

inhibitory net input n¡ to determine the neuron output o¡. The net inputs are

calculated using the OR gate addition; these are then combined to result in the

fina1 output stream using a simple logic function. These variables can be written

in terms of the network values as:

The two nets are not referred to as negative and positive because the net out-

put of the neuron is not o¡ : nl - n¡ . dinfortunately there is no simple means

of performing subtraction in stochastic arithmetic. Moreover negative and posi-

tive nets would require accommodation of negative neuron outputs. The output

of the neuron is determined by Equation 4.3. The hardware required for this

computation is shown in I'igure 4.3.

nI:n- F{ (t -?Dijoi)
_ri>o

n; :I- ÏT tt *w¿¡o¡)
-;j1A

The saturating effect of the OR gate addition provides the

linearity of the neurons. Figure 4.4 shows lhe auerage output

(4.1)

(4.2)

I/-oj:nj\L-n¡) (4.3)

saturating non-

of a two-input
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w..
I

oi

Weighl Sign Bit
(Positive=1)

SYNAPSE NEURON

neuron for the possible inputs. The average output is presented because the

nonlinearity is a function of the inputs - the OR gate addition will give a different

output for inputs of .4 and .2 than it wiil for .55 and .05, although the net input

is the same.

In conventional digital approaches, the sigmoid nonlinearity is performed using

a table look-up or pov¡er series expansion. Both approaches take time and area to

perform. The computation of the noniinearity function using OR gate addition is

free.

One potential problem of using the OR gate neurons mentionned earlier is as

the number of inputs to a neuron (and thus the OR gate) increases, the probability

of a 1 output for a given input will rise. This was shown in Figure 3.3. This result

suggests that the weights in a neurai network must be very small to prevent the

Figure 4.3: Negative and Fositive \Meights

39
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Figure 4.4: Activation function of a two-input pulse stream neuron. The average
output is shown for all possible comt¡inations of two inputs resuiting in a certain
net input. A translated and scaled sigmoidal activation function is shown for
comparison.
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lnput Pulse
Stream

Figure 4.5; Block diagram of the re-randomizer circuit. The counter controls
the density of the output stream. If ihe output is high when the input is low,
the counter is decremented. If the output is low and the input is high, then the
counter is incremented. If the input and output are equivalent, then there is no
change.

neurons from constantly saturating.

4.3. RpnANDoMrzER

To prevent correlation between puise streams from earlier layers the output stream

of each neuron must be "re-randomized." This is accomplished by an adder con-

trolling an output stream that is configured to follow the input stream, as shown

in Figure 4.5. If the output is high when the input is low, then the value of the

counter is decremented. If the output is low when the input is high, then the

counter is incremented. ïf the outpui and the input are equivalent then there is

no change.

The output of the re-randomizer circuit for different input densities is shown

in Figure 4.6. Note that the output is not constant but varies due to the variance
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Figure 4.6: Test of the re-rerandornizer circuit. The re-randomizer was reset to
the mid-point before each test. The target densities are 0 to 240 in steps of 15.

inherent in the random number generation. In applications where this variance is

not desirable it is possible to increase the tiine constant of the integrater.

Figure 4.7 shows the re-randomizer circuit modified to produce a smoother

output. The lower bits on the counter/integrater are ignored. This divides the

output value by a factor of two for each bit shift. Changes in the lower bits due

to the variance have no direct effect on the density output by the rate multiplier.

Figure 4.8 shows the output of this arrangement for one bit and for two bit shifts.

Not only does the output become smoother as more bits are ignored, but it also

512 1024 1536 204A 2560 3072 3584

CIock Cycles

42
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lnput Pulse
Slream

Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the le-randomizer circuit modified for output
smoothing. After integrating normally until the input and output streams have
equal densities, the value in the integrater is shifted to the left and the lower bits
are ignored.

takes longer for the re-randomizer to settle the correct output value.

The output of the re-randomizer aan be both rapid and smooth using a hybrid

a rangement. Initially the re-randomizer is operated without smoothing, allowing

it to quickly count to the target output. After allowing time for the integrater to

reach the correct output, the value in the integrater shifts by n bits and the first

n bits are not passed to the rate multiplier. This approach has the benefrts of

the quick response of the non-filtered re-randornizer and the smooth output of the

filtered re-randomizer. The output of a re-randomizer employing this approach is

shown in Figure 4.9.

4.4. Tn,qrNrNG SrocHesrrc AnmnvrpTrc NpuRel Nprwonxs

The following weight update derivation follows standard back-propagation [5] and

is taken from Tomiinson et al [13]. The proced-ure performs gradient descent over
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Figure 4.8: Output of the filtered re-randomizer
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Figure 4.9: Output of the hybrid filtered re-randomizer. Integration operates
normally for 1023 clock pulses, when two extra low order bits are added to the
integrater
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the sum-squared error measure given bry Equation 4.4"

where ú; is the target value from the training data and actual o¡ is the output

of neuron j. To minimize the error, each weight is modified in proportion to the

negative gradient of the error with respect to each weight, given by Equation 4.5"

I
tt 

- -2

Since the output of a neuron is not a simple function of its input, but a function

of the contribution from the positive and negative streams, the derivative must

be considered separately for positive and negative weights.

For positive weights, uI, the chain rule results in Equation 4.6, while negative

weights tr¿ require Equation 4.7"

Ð(¿¡ - r¡)'
j

AE
Au.r¿; o< - ;-" 61!;i

45

(4"4)

Iret:

ôE _ ôE 0o¡ ônl
^I-^^fñf6ui'i Ooj dnì dw¿'j

0E :ôE 0o¡ \
0.u ôo¡ ôn¡ 0w;¡

(4.5)

AE
ão¡

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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For output neurons and the sum-squared error measure ( .a) the error is simply

the difference between the training data and the network output:

ôE
- 6, - €i : t¡ - oi (4"11)

For the hidden layers the error is propagated back through the network. Each

of the k output neurons connected to hidden unit j will contribute to this error.

Using the chain rule:

AE 
- 

ôE öon 7nt , -- ôE 0o¡" ônr (a 1r\
a%:4aaaæ a; + laa*-ra¡ \+'LL)

Using Equation 4.1:

(4.e)

(4.10)

ðo¡

,1 - w¡¡ro¡

ðú : [i-r,>o(i -tor¿o¿)(-i)(o¿)
ôw¡; l-wj¿oi (4'16)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.i5)
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Similarly from Equation 4.2:

: "l?on) - 
(-o¿)

I-w¡;o; 1-w¡;ot
a\

o¿\I - nj )

I - w¡.;o;

From Equation 4.3:

95 : ?r):n¡n(r - ni) 
(4.1e)ôo¡ 7 - w¡*

y : ai1-nî) 
(4.20)}tn¡; 7 ! w¡¿o;

The resulting weight update equations are:

ôE a' o.
" .{'t _- ôq, : e¡(i - ")(i - ni)( 

r ålq) @l3)

ÐE L,- oi
- . : e;n!(I- n. )l \ (4.24\

ð-n J r\ r"l**ior' \ /

Note that it is possible for the denominator in the above equations to equal

zero, wlrich is unacceptable. A scaiing factor of .95 is added to the u¡;o; term to

prevent the denominator from approaching zero. These weight update equations

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.2\)

(4.22)
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are further modified with the inclusion of a learning rate factor. In addition, the

weights must be restricted to the range [-1,+i].

The error back-propagation summation is given by:

ry:5- (9n
oo¡ n'#'o \ô'n'

Where

4"5. FulsE SrREA\¿ IIIEURAI, NET\MoRKS

-n)(r-affi)*
AE
ãot is simply the error from the layer immediately above.

This section presents the results of stochastic arithmetic neurai networks applied

to three problems: the XOR protiem, the four bit parity problem, and a hexadec-

imal character recognition problem.

The networks were simulated using C++ code interfaced with the XERION[14]

neural network simulator library. The networks can be simulated on two ievels:

probability and pulse stream. The prohability level models the network activa-

tions as probabilities; the pulse level modeis all activations as pulses and directly

emulates a hardware implementation of these networks.

4.5.7. Tso XOR Pnoer.nl{

n,E.o(ffiwto

J\wí; \-n*)¡:ffi)
(4.25)

The XOR problem is a frequently applied test of neural networks. A network

consisting of two input neurons, two hidden neurons, and one output neuron was
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nt' = oi(r-nj

r, nf'(7 -nf)o¡
1/ t.'- 

-,,u - 
1, _wt¡o¡

o¡=t¡-o¡

= oiT - n1)

_ nj'(l - nj)o¡

1+w¡¡o¡
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o; = :[(n - n!)nf'(wi¡> 0) + (I - nl)nl'(wij < a)]ffi

Figure 4.10: Equations for training.
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Figure 4.11: The user interface of the pulse stream neural network simulator
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XOR Function

trained using the weight update equations presented in the previous section. The

total sum-squared (tss) error for the network is shown in Figure 4.I2. After 1000

presentations of the training data the error approaches zero.

Figure 4.13 shows a Hinton diagram of the outputs of the trained network. The

area of the white box is proportional to the value of the output. For example, a

half filled box would equal represent an activation of 112. The figure shows the

network produced the correct outputs.

Figure 4.14 shows the output of the nellrons as the inputs are presented to the

trained pulse stream network. The output is ihe value of the re-randomizer reg-

ister. The output waveforms strongly resemi¡le those of analog circuitry charging

and discharging. Figure 4.15 shows the output of the neurons with "precharging"

0 æ0 400 600 800 1000 1æ0 1400

Training Epochs

F'igure 4.I2: Training error for XOR problem"
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Figure 4.13: Hinton diagrams showing the training
trained network.

the rerandomizers. lvith each presentation of an input vector the value of the

rerandomizer is rcset ta 7f 2.
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data and the output of the

Ð¿

The four bit parity problem is a natural extension to the XOR problem. It in-

creases the number of bits from two to four; therefore, the number of input vectors

rises from 4 to 76. Experience from training with standard back propagation shows

this to be an extremely difficult probiem. The network used for the four bit parity

problem consisted of two hidden layers of 12 and 8 units respectively. Figure 4.16

shows the training error, and the network outputs are shown in Figure 4.17.

The time evolution of the pulse stream network for the presentation of the
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Figure 4.14: Network activation for ihe XOR problem. Shown are the two inputs,
two hidden units, and the single output unit. The top three curves represent the
value of the counter in the re-randomizer.
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Figure 4.15: Network activation fo¡ the XOR problem.
two hidden units, and the single output unit. The top
value of the counter in the re-randomizer"
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Figure 4.16: Training error for the four bit parity problem
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Figure 4.18: Network activation for the four bit parity problem

input vectors is shown in Figure 4.18.

o2468

4.5.3. HBxanncrMAL cI{ARACT'ER RECoGNIT'IoN

The final example considered in this section is a hexadecimal character recognition

problem. The input to the network is 20 bits, determined from a 4X5 matrix

representing the hexadecimal character. The output is the 4 bit binary number

corresponding to the input character. The neiwork consisted of t hidden layer of

12 units and an output layer of 4 units. The training error is shown in Figure 4.19.

The activation of the pulse stream network is shown in Figure 4.20 and a Hinton

diagram of the outputs is shown in Figure 4.21.

10 12 14 16'r8 20 22 24 26 28 30
Giock Oycles (x1d)
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Flex 0haracter Ðecoder

Figure 4.19: Training error for the hexadecimal character recognition problem

4.5.4. Iupncr oF DrvrsroN

The equations for the learning algorithm contain division. Ðivision is undesirable

for a number of reasons. F irst, division by zero must be avoided. Second, division

is a time consuming operation for rnost computers. Third, and most important,

division is a difficult operation to implement in hardware. Implementation of an

on-chip divider for each synapse and output would be prohibitive to the imple-

mentation of on-chip learning, discussed in the next chapter.

To determine whether division was necessary, the networks were trained with

the division operation omitted. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig-

we 4.22" The results show that elimina'r,ing the division does not impair the abil-

ity of the networks to minimize the error. The hexadecimal character recognition

f000 1s00 2000 2s00

Training Epochs
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Figure 4.20: Network activation
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for the hexadecimal character recognition prob-
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o
trl

XOR Function

Figure 4.22: The impact on division on network training. The graphs show com-
parison of the training with and without the division term. As can be seen, the
exclusion of the division does not impair the ability to minimize lhe error. This
has significant benefits for the development of in situ learning

problem trained in fewer epochs without the division.
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4.5.5. CoupanrsoN wrrn coN\/ENTioNAL IIARDwARE

\
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With denominator

+ Withoutdenominalor

The limitations of the stochastic representation, specifically the limited range of

the synaptic weights, is not without its cost. The four bit parity example required

two hidden layers of 12 and 8 stochastic units. Conventional arithmetic using

back propagation, sigmoidal neurons, and synapses of unlimited range required

oniy t hidden layer of 10 units to solve the parity problem. The addition of the

extra layer, which provides scaling to accommodate the limited synaptic connec-

tions, is crucial for the success of these stochastic arithmetic networks. While

the net-work complexity of the networks is greater for stochastic arithmetic, the

60
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XOR Decision Space
Stochastic Arithmetic Network

Figure 4.23: Cornparison of the decision spaces of Stochastic Neural Networks and
conventional sigmoidal Backpropagation Networks.

hardware complexity is stil1 significantly less. Since the hardware requirements of

the stochastic arithmetic approach are significantly less than conventional digital

approaches, the cost of adding more computing elements is not severe.

It is also instructive to compare the decision spaces of Stochastic Arithmetic

and conventional sigmoidal networks. Figure 4.23 compares the XOR problem

decision space of the stochastic arithmetic net (section 4.5 and the sigmoidal

network (section 2.3).

While the stochastic network may not have been a good classifier for this

particular problem it is interesting to compare the solution with the analog XOR

function. Figure 4.24 shows that the stoch,astic arithmetic, trained on only the

four binary inputs, has correctly predicted the function for the entire input space.

XOR Decision Space
Conventional Networks

6i
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XOR Decision Space
Stochastic Arithmetic Network

Figure 4.24: Cornparison of the stochastic arithmetic network and the XOR func-
tion

The logic gates used in the stochastic arithmetic network coincidentally produced

the complete solution.

(1,0) (0,1)

XOR Function
(Ð(t-Y)+(1-Ð(Ð

4.5.6. Wnrcnt Rnsoturror,r

D¿

During training and simulation of network outputs the resolution of the weights

was B bits plus 1 sign bit. Thus there 'urere v/ere 28 - 2 possible positive values,

28 -2 negative values, and the zero. Increased resolution requires more hardware

due to larger weight registers and expanded rate multipliers. Reduced resolution

requires less hardware.

To investigate the weight resoiution necessary to solve an arbitary problem a

network was trained to perform the hexadecimal character recognition problem.
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F igure 4.25: The weight space of a two layer network trained to solve the Hex-
adecimal OCR problem. The values of the weights in the network are plotted.

The resulting weights are shown in Figure 4.25. Note that the distribution of the

weights favours numbers of small magnitude. This is expected due to the large

fan-in to the OR gate adders.

The weights were successively mapped to weights of smaller resolution until

the network produced incorrect outputs. Figure 4.26 shows that only 5 distinct

weights(*1, +.5, 0, -.5, -1) were needed in the network to solve the problem. This

weight set requires little hardware to implement, since the (+1,-1) weights are

direct connections and the 0 weights imply no connection. Further experimen-

tation is required to determine ihe effect of this quantization on generalization

performance"

The weight distribution in Figure 4.25 suggests that it may be beneficial to
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Suantízed \ffeights

Figure 4.26: The weight space after quantization to (*1,
network continues to produce the correct outputs.

0 185 370

employ a noniinear set of weights for these networks. The upper magnitudes

could be represented by only a few weight values, while more values would be

located closer to zero. The OR gate saturation characteristic means that weights

should be kept small, and there is no point in accommodating large weights that

will encourage saturation. A nonlinear rate multiplier could be constructed using

AND gate multiplication of predetermined puise streams. For example, the set of

pulse streams densities 0,1f 4,713,712,1 couid generate weights of 0,7f 24,7f 72,

1 lB, 1 16, r 1 4, 7 13, 7 12, 7.
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4. 6" VLSI ïH¿pr,pnnENTATroN

This section discusses the implementation of stochastic arithmetic neural networks

in VLSI hardware.

4.6.7. OR GATE Anrrrrorv

For fan-in to the neurons greater than four inputs, OR gate addition has severe

drawbacks. The large OR gates consume area and time" More important, it is

undesirable to have many lines coming into a neuron for summation. One solution

is to multiplex the data on one line. Another method to address this problem is to

distribute the OR gates among the synapses. Both these methods add complexity

and size to the system, and slow down the operation of the network.

The solution is to use a wired OR gate" A wired OR gate requires no active

circuitry to compute the OR. function. The inputs are simply wired together, as

shown in Figure 4.27. To avoid contention between IIIGH and T,OW signais, it

is necessary to convert the inputs to the OR gate from [0,1] to lZ,7], where Z is

the high impedance state. The three transistors required for this are also shown

in Figure 4.27. This circuit would be placed on the nf and n; outputs of each

synapse. The final pmos transistor should be sized to provide adequate drive,

and it may be wise to include pull-down transistors at each synapse to accelerate

circuit operation.
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n{

BUS CONTENTION
ELtMtNATtoN ctRCUtT WIRED-OR GATE

Figure 4-27: The wired OR gate and bus contention circuit.

4.6.2 " RaNnol,{ Nuunnn GBrcpnarloN

Random numbers will be required at every synapse and neuron to provide a set of

bits to use in the generation of a weighted pulse stream. It would be impractical

to include a CA based random number generator at each rate multiplier. One

solution is to use a shift register and shift a random number to each rate multiplier.

This approach has the drawbacks of requiring area for the registers and time

for the shifting. The method proposed here is based on the same principles of

temporal independence discussed in Chapter 3. All synapses extending from a

neuron will use the same random number, since each communicates its result to a

unique neuron. Delay registers between neurons provides temporal independence.

Figure 4.28 shows this method. Only one random number generator is required.

TO WIRED OR

I

N
P

U
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Figure 4.28: Block Diagram of integrated circuit

4.6.3. CHrp Impr,nunnrATroN

To demonstrate hardware pulse stream networks, a custom VLSI implementation

of a simple network was designed and fabricated. The chip implements a network

of two hidden layers, each with four hidden units, as shown in Figure 4.29. The

weights are represented with an eight bit storage register and can be loaded serially

from off-chip. The random number generator has not been placed on the chip to

enabie experimentation with aiternate generation methods. The random number

used in the synapses and rerandomizers is stored in a register local to each unit.

These registers are connected in parallel and are separated by a delay register.

By using a delay between registers, each random number can be used by each

pulse generation unit (synapse or rerandomizers). The fabricated chip is shown
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Figure 4.29: VLSI Impiementation of Stochastic Arithmetic Neural Networks.
The chip implements a two layer network of 4 units per layer

in Figure 4.29.

4.7. CoNCL{JSroN

This chapter has discussed stochastic arithmetic implementations of neural net-

works. The training rule was discussed and applied to three problems. The

hardware necessary to implement these networks was also presented.

While the results of this chapter have shown stochastic arithmetic to be a viable

implementation option for neurai networks, further experimentation should be

performed. Larger and more complex probiems should be trained on the network.

More detailed comparisons with other implementations should aiso be performed.
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T n" previous chapter examined the operation of Stochastic Neural Networks

whose weights were detennined by off-line trainilg. This chapter presents an

extension to that work: Stochastic Arithmetic Neural Networks that perform the

leaming in situ using on-chip circuitry.

It is desirable in many applications to have the learning performed by the

hardware. First of all, the training procedure iypically requires many passes

through the input data and is generally very time consuming especially since it is

usually performed on sequential computers. In addition, if certain neurons are not

functioning in the hardware, the learning algorithm can compensate by adjusting

the weights to the other neurons. Neural networks can also be found in control

applications, where a network must adapt according to inputs which may not be

available for off-line training. In situ learning frees neural networks of complex

external hardware requirecl for training thereby increasing their flexibility and

areas of application.

However, learning is rarely found in dedicated neural network harclware. Net-
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works with in situ learning must calculate the error at the output, propagate

it backwarcls towards the inputs, ancl rnodify the synaptic connections accord-

ingly. In addition to extra hardware required to perform the weight updates, the

communication complexity alone is enough to rnalçe in situ learning intractable,

especially for digital implementations with wide data buses.

This chapter derives the equations for in situ learning, describes the hardware

lìecessary to implement the equations, and presents simulations of the hardware

as it learns two of the problems from the previous chapter.

5. 1. Pnpvrous Wonx

The only previous stochastic arithmetic implementation with in situ learning is

the work by trguchi et al. at Ricoh[15]. The networks were like the networks

described in the previous chapter. Their learning seems to be based on a simple

delta learning rule.

Their implementation differs in many aspects from the approach described in

this chapter. There was only a single neuron on each chip, with the weights stored

in on-chip static RAM, indicating that the implementation was not fully parallel.

Random number generation used linear feedback shift registers.

The efficacy of the learning rule described in 115] could not be duplicated for

the training problems examined in this thesis.
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5.2. DpnIVATToN oF THE rN sTTU

5.2.7. Car,cur,RTroN oF ruB ERRon

It Chapter 4 the error at the output neurons was

Error:tj-oj

This presents two difficulties for stochastic arithrnetic. First, the pulse repre-

sentation has no simple implementation of subtraction. Unlike the other neural

networlc operations of addition and multiplication, subtraction can not be per-

forrned by a simple gate. Second, only unipolar quantities are available. A single

stream can not represent the error when t¡) o¡ andt¡ 1o¡.

The solution is to split the error into two pulse streams, errorP and errorM.

The strearn errorP has a pulse when the training pulse stream is high and the

output is low, while the errorM stream has a pulse when the output is high and

the training stream is low. If the training and output pulses are the same, there

is no error and both errorM ancl errorP are low. For binary training data this

calculation of the errors will be exact.

LpaRivrNG PRocEDURE
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5.2.2. Bacx-pRopAcATroN oF THE ERRoR

The implementation of two error streams complicates learning, since there are two

error signals in addition to the two net inputs ("I,"1). The equation for error

propagation was given in Equation 4.25 (pug" 48) as:

(5.1)
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AE.- \
oo¡ - r,îro

It was shown in Section 4.5.4 that the denominator terms are unnecessary

for effective learning. While clivision is possible with stochastic arithmetic (Sec-

tion 3.1.4), it requires time and area to compute. Ignoring the division reduces

the cornplexity of the circuits.

/ôE
Ia*(t -,)(1 -"Ð:h)*-,*t=,

Since the error is split into two separate nets, errorP and errorM, the above

equation rnust be modified. The errorP net will be modified by terms that pro-

duce positive results. Examining the equation shows that positive error will be

contributed when the incoming error and the weight of the unit have the same sign

(i.e. tlre product will be positive). Thus errorP¡n,lhe positive error at neuron j

due to neuron k of the laver above is:

(ffiwto

errorP¿¡: l(t - nf)(errorP¡)(l - n¡)@,¡ro¡ * (1 - n¡)(errorM¡)(nl)){,,,,<o¡] l,u¿¡l

(5.2)

Similarly, the errorM net will arise frorn terms that have a negative result when

the error and weight have opposite signs:

72

- ,r; I 
tfj, 

)"'I - wï¡o¡ )

errorM¿¡: l(t - nf)(errorM¡)(I - n¡)p,¡>o¡ I (I - n¡ )(errorP¡)(nl){-,r.0¡] lrn¡ ¡

(5 3)
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Each connection from a neuron will have a back propagatecl error signal as-

sociated with it. These errors must be added to produce the errorP and errorM

values. This sumrnation is performed like the summation of the net inputs to the

neulon using OR gate addition. For large errors the addition will saturate, but as

the network learns, the errors will become small and the addition will be accurate.

Let:

ó++ : Q-nf)ørrorp(I-";) (b.4)

á-- : (t-n¡)ErrorM(nf) (b.b)

5-+ : 0-r"l)ErrorM(I-";) (b.6)

5+- : g-no)ErrorP(nf,) (b.7)

These variables are computecl for each neuron and transmitted to the synapses

that feec{ into it.

5.2.3. WBtcur Upoarns

.7t
It)

The weight update equations, ignoring the division) are shown below:

Recall that the weights are modified in proportion to the negative gradient of

the error with respect to the weight. Therefore:

ã". : e¡nl(I-n¡)o;
- --Jx

(5.8)

(5 e)
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Weight Condition Weight Change

w;i)0 6++FTo, ul
6_+ y+- n oi w !

w¿j10 6+-Fnoo wl
c-- -7-i-ö--ö+-no¿ ul

Table 5.1: Weight updates

ðEL*i : rÌ A%0-"j)(1 -nl)o, (5.10)

AEL.u : nrniQ-n¡)o; (5.11)

The learning rate is determined by a pulse stream generated with P(1) : ry.

These weight equations must be rnodified for the two error streams.

A,u[ : r¡(errorP - errorMXl - ";)Q - "I)oo

If 17 and oi are both high then a positive weight will be increased when 6++ >

ó-+. This will occur when ó+* : 1 ald á-+ - 0. The weight will be decreased

wlren 6++ : 0 and 6-+ - 1 and ry and o¿ ã.re high. A similar analysis holds for

negative weights. The weight update equations are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.2.4. Awarysrs oF THE LoRRNINç PRocnounn
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The learning procedure described in Chapters 2 and 4 performed the weight up-

clates after each epoch or after each individual training pattern. The learning
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rules presented above are different in that the weight updates

pattern presentation. In effect, we are calculating:

d,uij : _. aE
dt ', 6w;i

Previous work has shown this forrn of weight update to be effective in speeding

up learning[16].

The learning will have to deal with the variance inherent in the pulse streams.

Learning is notorious for its requiremeni of high accuracy, and it is not clear that

the noise will allow effective learning to occur. However, it lias been observecl that

noise can be beneficial to learning [17].

Simulation of this learning algorithm is presented later in the chapter.

5. 3. HnnDwARE lvipl,prvroNTATroN

75

are made during

This section describes the hardware required to implement in situ learning. In

situ learning adds complexity in two rvays: it requires hardware to compute and

propagate the error signals, and it requires hardware to adjust the weights ac-

cording to those signals. Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of an in situ learning

synapse. The synapse weight is held in an up/down counter, which is controlled

by the error calculation hardware.

As shown in Figure 5.2 only simple gates are required to generate the error

strearns at the output units.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of in situ learning synapse.
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Figure 5.2: Hardware required for generating
neurons.

the error streams
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at the output
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n."J

+n.
J

errorM

errorP

Each neuron will compute the ó nets and propagate through the synapses to

the previous layer. Figure 5.3 shows the hardware required to compute these

variables, as given by Equations 5.4 through 5.7.

Figure 5.3: Hardware implementation of á variables.

The synapses are responsible for computing the error for back propagation and

the weight changes. Figure 5.4 shows the hardware to compute the errorP and

errorM nets. The errorP and errorM nets incoming to a neuron are summed using

wired OR summation.

The weight change computation circuitry is a direct implementation of Ta-

ble 5.1 and is shown in Figure 5.5. The output of this circuit controls an up/down

counter that handles the weight moclification.
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ô++

ò

sign,*il )

õ+-

Figure 5.4: Hardware implementation of error back propagation.
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Figure 5.5: Hardware irnplementation of weight change computation.
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Counter Direction

Counter_Enable

UP/DOWN COUNTER

The basic element performing the weight updates is an up/down counter.

Basecl on the results of the weight learning circuit, the counter will increment,

decrement, or perform no operation.

A block diagram of a basic up/down counter is shown in Figure 5.6. The

counter inputs are: direction control (0:UP, 1:DOWN), enable (l:COUNT),

and clock. The outputs are the count (n bits), a zero flag (count:O) and an

overflow flag (count:full range). Also shown in Figure 5.6 is the state diagram of

a 3 bit counter (only the up direction is shown).

This counter must be modified for use in these networks. It must support

negative values and it rnust represent values in sign magnitude form. Since the

counter is a crucial element of the learning hardware, the circuitry for these en-

hancements will be presented in detail. The state diagram for a 3 bit counter that

meets these requirements is shown in Figure 5.7. The up/down counter circuit

can be found in many common references, such as [18].

When the number is positive, the up/down counter operates normally. For

sign magnitude the number in the counter gets larger when a negative number i1

ENABLE

clocK ou=*.ttj,l

Figure 5.6: Up/Down counter building block
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011

100

010

\

NEGATIVE
(SIGN:0)

[-

Figure 5.7: State transition diagram for a three bit sign magnitude counter. The
full count state can only be left by decrernenting the magnitude.

101

001

\

decrernented. Likewise, incrementing a negative number will make the magnitude

srnaller. When the number is zero, the next value is always magnitude 1, so the

counter must increment when the value is zero. The additional control logic to

implement this behavior is shown in Figure 5.8.

111
a

110

110

00c

{/ i")
\

S.

POSITIVE
(slGN=1)

Figure 5.8 also shows the logic necessary to make the counter stop at plus or

minus full range. If the counter is at full range, the counter will be enabled only

when the count is reduced in rnagnitude.

\$;

001

80

10

\

\

Tlre sign of the weight can only change when the value passes through zero. If

the DIRECTION line is low, then the counter is counting up and the next value

is f 1, which means the sign bit will be high. If the DIRECTION line is high, the

next value will be -1 and the sign bit will be low. The sign is simply the inverse

of the DIRECTION line if the count is currently 0; otherwise the sign will not

010

100

é.

t/

011
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Figure 5.8: Counter control logic for sign magnitude up/down counter

DIRECTION

ZERO

change. The logic for the sign is shown in Figure b.9.

The only other aclditional hardware required for the counter is an XOR gate

to perform ENABLE: WEIGHT 1 ØWEIGHT I. The direction input is

connected to WEIGHf I.

5.4. SluuLATroNS oF rN srru LpaRNlNc

Countor Enablê

Figure 5.9: Sign logic for sign magnitude count
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The simulator used in Chapter 4 was extended io simulate learning at the pulse

level using the equations derived in the previous section. The simulator is ef-

fectively a rnixed mode gate/behavioral sirnulation of the hardware needecl to
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irnplement in situ learning. Except for counters

at the gate level.

5.4.I. TsB XOR AND HEXADECTMAL OCR pRoerel4s

The performance of the in situ network on the XOR problem is shown in Fig-

ure 5.10. The training error is graphed for six different learning rates. The

network consisted of 1 layer of three hidden units. Note that the training error

was effectively zero after only 75 iterations through the training set. The networlc

in chapter 4 required over 800 epochs to reach the same level of error reduction.

This could have been due to a number of causes. The random noise present in

the learning and activation pulse may have assisted learning, or the continuous

weight updates may be responsible. It is likely that the learning improvement is

clue to a combination of these factors.
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and registers, the simulation was

The training for the hexadecimal OCR problem is shown in Figure 5.11. The

network consisted of one layer of 10 hidden units.

Figure 5.12 shows the effect of variance on the bit streams. If it were not for

variance of the pulse stream densities, the effective learning rate for each of

two graphs would have been the same. Observe, however, the learning curves

different.

the

the

aTe
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Figure 5.10: Simulation of in situ learning for the XOR problem.
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Hexadecimal Character Recognition
Chip Simulation
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of in situ learning for the hexadecimal character recogni-
tion problem.
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XOR Problem - Chip Simulation
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Hexadecimal Characier Recognition Problem
Effscls of the Rerandomlzer

5.4.2. Tsn RonnNDoMrzERS AND rN srru LEARNTNG
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Figure 5.13:

Figure 5.13 shows the effect of the rerandomizers on the learning process. The left

graph shows that the network successfully learned the XOR pïoblem without the

rerandomizers, although it took longer. The hexadecimal character recognition

\Mas unable to minimize lhe error without the rerandomizers. The noise on the

training error curve for the situation without rerandomization indicates that the

correlation noise had a detrimental effect on the learning.

The rerandomizer'has another benefit for learning in addition to the removal

of correlation. Note from the weight upclate rules of Table 5.1 that o¿ is one of the

factors. If the activation of the neuron becomes zero, then no weight change will

take place. All weights from a neuron with activation of zero will remain co¡stant.

Even small, non-zero activations, will impair learning. The reranclomizers can be

5
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Effect of the rerandomizer on learning.
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clesigned so that the activation will not fall below a

progresses, the full range of ihe rerandomizer can

training. Simulations have shown this to be a very

learning.

5.4.3. Wnrcur RBsor,uriox

For the previous simulations the weights had resolutions of eight bits. The variance

of the pulse density, clearly evident in Figure 3.13 and Figure 4.5, suggests that far

less resolution rnay be required. However, simulations of in situ learning for sevel

bit weights were largely unsuccessful. From this can be drawn two conclusions:

1. Despite the variance in the pulse density, the average pulse density was

dominant.
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certain activation. As leaming

be employed to complete the

powerful technique to improve

2. Small weight changes are important.

The seconcl point suggests that the nonlinear weight set discussed in the pre-

vious chapter may not be suitable for in situ learning.

5.5. VLSI In¿plpr¿ENTATToN

To investigate the area and time required of

harclware presented in this chapter has been

cuit. In I.2 pnz CMOS, approximately 200

the in situ learning algorithm, the

implementecl as an integrated cir-

in situ learning synapses could be
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irnplemented on a single chip. Because the design is digital, larger networks can

be accomodated by simply cascading chips. At a conservative 25 MHz clock, the

chip can process 100 000 patterns per second without the rerandomizers. With

the rerandomizers enabled the design can process 25 000 patterns per second. The

chip could learn the hexadecimal OCR problem in under 1 second. In compar-

ison the algorithm from Chapter 4 takes 60 seconds to train on a Sun Sparc 2

workstation. The layout of the in situ learning synapse is shown in Figure 5.14.

5.6. CorrrcLUSroN

Figure 5.14: Layout of synapse with in situ learning.
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This chapter has formalized in situ learning using stochastic arithmetic neural net-

works. The learning algorithm has been developed and the necessary circuitry for
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a hardware implementation has been designed. Both have been verifiecl through

simulation. A VLSI implementation of the in situ learning synapses has been

presented.



CuaprER 6

CoxcLUSroNS AND F'urunp WonN

The thesis has demonstrated the application of stochastic arithmetic to artificiai

neural networks. The hardware requirements of these networks was shown to be

minimal; only simple gates were required to perform the arithmetic. This is very

irnportant for artificial neural network implementation, as area-efficiency results

in larger networks and greater speed.

In addition, a novel in-situ learning neural network was presented. The learn-

ing hardware requires only simple digital gates to implement. This allows parallei

implementation of the learning networks.

Future work should test the performance of these networks on larger prob-

lems. In addition, there are other pulse representations that could be used. A

preliminary investigation into using a bipolar representation has been made. This

representation uses an XOR gate for multiplication, shown in Figure 6.1.

The block diagram of the architecture envisioned for this representation is

shown in Figure 6.2. This is not a fully parallel approach like the representation

examined in this thesis. Each neuron stores the synaptic weights in local static
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of a neural network architecture using the bipolar
representation.

RAM storage, and cycles through al1 the inputs accumulating the net input. A

step nonlinearity with a gaussian random threshold is used to generate a sigmoid-

like transfer function. While this architecture is not fully parallel, the synapses

require no hardware since their function is incorporated into the neurons. In

situ learning implementation with this representation is possible, although formal

experiments have yet to be carried out.

Investigation should also be made into applying stochastic arithmetic to other

neural network paradigms. Competitive learning algorithms would make an in-

teresting subject for stochastic arithmetic.
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